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Internet of Medical Things: A Review of Recent Contributions Dealing with Cyber-Physical Systems in Medicine

Arthur Gatouillat, Youakim Badr, Bertrand Massot, and Ervin Sejdić, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—The Internet of Medical Things designates the interconnection of communication-enabled medical-grade devices and their integration to wider-scale health networks in order to improve patients’ health. However, because of the critical nature of health-related systems, the Internet of Medical Things still faces numerous challenges, more particularly in terms of reliability, safety and security. In this paper, we present a comprehensive literature review of recent contributions focused on improving the Internet of Medical Things through the use of formal methodologies provided by the cyber-physical systems community. We describe the practical application of the democratization of medical devices for both patients and health-care providers. We also identify unexplored research directions and potential trends to solve uncharted research problems.

Index Terms—cyber-physical systems, wearable devices, health informatics, Internet of medical things

I. INTRODUCTION

The health industry is changing drastically in developed countries as the life expectancy has abruptly raised during the 20th century [1]. Chronic diseases are also increasingly pressuring these countries’ healthcare systems [2]. Indeed, the life expectancy in developed countries has been raised by about 30 years during the 20th century. As a result, the population of older adults has rapidly increased [1]. Additionally, the escalation of chronic diseases have pressured healthcare systems around the world due to the lack of resources [2].

Major challenges arise from the increase of chronic diseases and aging population, as healthcare systems have to handle a wide variety of diseases and treatments, but also an increasing number of patients. In order to avoid overloads of healthcare infrastructures and to reduce healthcare-costs, in-home telemedicine systems have been proven to be efficient solutions [3].

However, telemedicine systems are extremely heterogeneous, and are also generally designed to answer a single therapeutic goal, such as remote cardiac monitoring, stroke rehabilitation [4], etc. This characteristic of telemedicine systems makes them efficient in reducing costs and healthcare infrastructure overload, but represents a drawback as the number of patients and variety of diseases increase. The need for better genericity and scalability can be tackled by the Internet of Medical Things (IoMT).

Indeed, the IoMT combines both the reliability and safety of traditional medical devices and dynamicity, genericity and scalability capabilities of traditional Internet of Things (IoT). It has the capability to solve the problem of ageing and chronic diseases by being able to manage numerous devices deployed for numerous patients, in addition to being generic enough to deal-with a variety of diseases calling for very heterogeneous monitoring and actuation requirements. Moreover, IoMT also provides a solution to additional challenges such as patients mobility (i.e. the pervasive monitoring of patients in their daily lives, in opposition to telemedicine systems, which are heavily focused on home-care).

Despite the challenging nature of these issues, new technological solutions for demanding healthcare systems in developed countries are changing the way we deliver healthcare. The proliferation of personal computing devices, along with gains in computational power in these devices, are enabling the development of the Internet of Medical Things (IoMT) and offering solutions to address the needs of both our aging population and patients with chronic diseases. The IoMT is the interconnection between not only numerous personal medical devices but also between devices and health care providers such as hospitals, medical researchers or private companies. The advent of the IoMT is mainly caused by increase in use and development of connected and distributed medical devices is bringing both promising potential applications and numerous challenges [5]. Because personal medical devices often come as wearable devices, we will focus on the integration of wearable medical devices to the IoMT. Due to the strict ethical requirements of the medical community, biomedical devices need to address the following concerns:

- **Reliability**: a reliable system must achieve its functional goals at all times, meaning it should not be prone to unexpected failure under normal operating conditions. The potential diagnostic nature of IoMT-based systems mandates reliability of every system component in order to guarantee the correctness of collected information.
- **Safety**: a safe system must not cause harm to its operating environment. In the context of IoMT, especially in the context of medical actuators, one must be able to prove that the system will not cause harm to its user.
- **Security**: medical systems must be robust to external threats and attacks because of the sensitive and personal information they collect.
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Because the IoMT is defined as the interconnection of medical-grade devices with broader healthcare infrastructures, requirements from lower layers of the IoMT (i.e., connected medical devices), must be transferred to higher layers of the IoMT (e.g. the communication and application layers). Additional requirements are also brought by the interconnectivity of medical devices, such as collected data processing and security, data access policy or data lifecycle management policy. As in the traditional IoT, devices of the IoMT are extremely heterogeneous in terms of computing capabilities, communication protocols or application fields. Devices of the IoMT are also numerous, and IoMT systems must be able to appropriately manage this mass of devices. The IoMT thus shares requirements with the traditional IoT, especially in terms of the management of a large amount of devices, reliable communication, or device heterogeneity and interoperability.

To achieve all these requirements for IoMT, they need to be considered from the beginning of the design process, and with the growing complexity of computing systems, this can be achieved using a set of methods and design philosophy typically used for cyber-physical systems (CPS). CPS are the combination of computational matters to physical processes through a theory designed to efficiently construct large scale computer controlled systems [6], [7]. Using this computing abstraction, various potential medical applications can be envisioned such as highly-reliable biomedical devices, assisted living or telemedicine [7].

In particular, medical CPS provide comprehensive modeling and design frameworks for the creation of reliable and safe medical devices. Reliability and safety can both be studied under physical and digital perspectives thanks to the combination of physical models and computational models. Medical CPS thus provide a comprehensive solution to the IoMT. Indeed, physical modeling is needed for the device layer of the IoMT, as IoMT devices are in constant interaction with the physical world. Communication and application layers of the IoMT can then make use of discrete models to ensure deterministic behavior under various operating conditions. Consequently, IoMT devices are seen as networked medical CPS making use of hybrid models to provide cross-layer reliability and safety guarantees.

Another critical aspect of IoMT devices are when they are used for physiological functions regulation. In such use-cases, physiological functions of patients are modified through actuators based on control inputs and a set of relevant physiological measurements. Typical examples of medical actuators are insulin pumps or chemotherapy infusion apparatuses, which modify levels of insulin or chemotherapy drug in the body. A comprehensive understanding of the underlying physiological processes are necessary in order to build optimal command laws of such devices. Medical CPS provide a good theoretical and modeling framework for such devices, as hybrid models can be used to represent the physiological process and the numerical control command. In addition, discrete networking models can be added to such devices in order to facilitate their integration into wider-scale IoMT systems.

This review is organized as follows. Section [1] introduces the challenges and design strategies of IoMT in addition to how CPS can address these issues. Section [2] then analyzes the IoMT under a CPS approach by adopting a layered strategy: the IoMT devices, the networking of devices, and eventually the use of a service oriented approach to build IoMT systems. Finally, section [3] identifies key research directions to simultaneously achieve cross-layer safety, reliability and security.

II. IoMT Generalities

The IoMT is a complex field of study presenting various challenges. In this section, we will first introduce the main challenges of the IoMT. Then, design solutions providing partial solutions to improve the safety, reliability and security of the IoMT are discussed. Eventually, we introduce the CPS approach in an IoMT context, and demonstrate it is a solution of choice to challenges of the IoMT.

A. Challenges of the IoMT

Embedded systems are used in various environments to realize a variety of heterogeneous applications: telemedicine; traffic control; assisted living; or smart cities [8], [7]. In these applications, digital systems (also called cyber-systems) are controlling physical objects, resulting in a constant interaction between the digital and physical world [8].

However, the critical aspects of these applications, especially when embedded systems are considered, raise challenges that can be classified into three categories [9]:

- These systems must comply to reliability, robustness and security requirements. Because of the unstable nature of the physical and physiological world, IoMT-based systems must not only be able to sustain acceptable performance under such changes, but also react correctly if deemed necessary. Such IoMT systems also raise security concerns because they often regulate situations where system failure could potentially be life threatening. Therefore, these systems must be able to resist various criminal attacks [10], [11].
- The IoMT must rely on accurate models of hybrid systems. They exist at the intersection of the digital and the physical world, thus needing both accurate physical models and precise computing abstractions. Moreover, relying on a model-based design enables the improvement of the testing procedures through simulation.
- There must be specific verification and validation mechanisms: the majority of the IoMT is bound to be widely distributed and in order to pass certifications, they must include verification and validation protocols on different levels of granularity.

These challenges are cross-disciplinary and are gathering scientists from diverse fields: from advanced control theory to computer science, along with electronics engineering, power electronics or signal processing. This mandates the development of models of hybrid systems, where both digital and physical components are represented along with their interactions. Finally, to facilitate the certification process and improve the system reliability, verification and validation procedures must be specified at different scales: from the narrowest level IoMT device scale to the widest level scale of the entire IoMT.
A virtual example of an IoMT-based system would be an Internet operated surgical robot, where surgeons can connect to tele-operate. For evident reasons, reliability, robustness, and security questions are immediately raised for such applications. Moreover, in order to improve the safety of the surgery, accurate models of both the human body and the robot characteristics must be developed. Modeling both of these aspects enables prompt detection and accurate correction of unexpected behaviors. In the case of developing a connected surgical robot, verification and validation procedures will greatly assist the strict certification procedure associated with the development and commercialization of medical devices.

Even though these problems are still both active research directions and partially unanswered, a design methodology for IoMT devices and IoMT-based systems has been developed and partially satisfies requirements in terms of safety, reliability, and security.

B. IoMT Design

In order to efficiently solve the reliability, robustness, security, modeling, verification and validation challenges of IoMT, design methods have been described in the literature. A synthesis of contributions dealing with each of the identified challenges of the IoMT is given in Table I.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Reference Index</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Modeling</td>
<td>Biological process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computing systems</td>
<td>[17] [18] [19]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hybrid systems</td>
<td>[21] [22] [23]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robustness and security</td>
<td>[25] [26] [27]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verification and Validation</td>
<td>[32] [33] [34] [35] [36]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1) Model-Based Development of the IoMT: The most explored IoMT-related challenge is the problem raised by the modeling of CPS [38]. As defined in the introduction, the IoMT can be seen at the interconnection of medical CPS. Moreover, tools introduced by the CPS community provide modeling frameworks for both the physical and digital characteristics of medical CPS [20], [6]. Because comprehensive models of systems provide better reliability and safety, we included contributions dealing with all aspects of medical CPS, and more particularly, physiological modeling. Indeed, physiological modeling in a medical CPS context can easily be extended with networking digital models in order to integrate devices in the IoMT.

Abundant literature on the subject can be found, and a wide range of potential applications for the developed models were experimented on. Modeling of hybrid systems starts with a good understanding of basic continuous systems modeling [17], where differential equations are used to describe the dynamics of an evolving system. Then, the modeling framework could be extended to discrete-time systems using a state-machine descriptive approach [17]. This is the basis of all further improved models of continuous time, discrete time or hybrid systems.

Continuous time models have been developed for a wide variety of fields. However, because of the focus of this review, an emphasis on the models developed for the medical field was chosen. Biological processes are hard to model because of their apparent randomness and their inherent physiological properties, which rely on physics, bio-chemistry and a wide variety of other fields. However, models have been developed for very specific applications: fractal models can be used to model glucose dynamics for artificial pancreas applications [12] (illustrated in Figure 1); fractal models of the heart rhythm for implantable pacemaker applications [13]; node based models and geometrical models of the heart for cardiac devices [14]; or even full multi-parametric patient models, accounting for several bio-medical data such as blood pressure of body temperature [15]. Another biomedical example using continuous time differential equations can be found in fluid-filled catheters, which measure the pressure in internal organs [16]. These models are complex and their parameters must be determined through clinical experimentation.

The deep integration of computers in the IoMT mandates an accurate modeling of computing processes, enabling the improvement of IoMT predictability. Discrete time processes, thus computing processes, can be modeled using state machines [17]. Complementary to these state machine models, several modeling philosophies have been developed. For signal-processing oriented applications, one can use synchronous data flow to describe the computing processes of targeted applications [13]. This model uses directed graphs where nodes represent computing function and edges symbolize signal paths [18]. Rendezvous stochastic networks can be used for potential delays modeling in server-client architectures [19]. If the system is timed and presents discrete interactions between a set of actors, a discrete-event model can be used [20]. In these models, each interaction is represented as an event, and actors react to events in a temporal order [20]. Other modeling tools representing computer systems have been developed, but the true strength of CPS-based approaches to build the IoMT comes from the use of hybrid models, enabling the accurate modeling of both the computing world and the physical world.

Because of the strong relationship between the digital and physical world in the IoMT, one must rely on hybrid models that accurately represent both these worlds in order to achieve an efficient design process [39]. A possible way to describe...
such models is the generalization of finite states machines with continuous inputs and outputs: the modal models \[17, 21\] (such models are illustrated in Figure 2).

![Graphical representation of modal models](image)

Fig. 2. Graphical representation of modal models, from [17]. Introduction to Embedded Systems: A Cyber-Physical Approach, 1e, by Edward Ashford Lee and Sanjit Arunkumar Seshia, published by The MIT Press. This figure has been reproduced with the kind permission of MIT Press.

Usually in these kinds of systems, the plant exists in a continuous state space, while the controller exists in a symbolic and discrete domain \[23\]. Other approaches, called complementary modeling, have also been studied \[22\]. This modeling philosophy is one of the roots of cyber-physical systems, but in order to be able to produce accurate hybrid models, one must understand both continuous time and computer system modeling.

2) Robustness and security design concerns: Because of the robustness, resilience (which refers to the capabilities of a system to resume its normal behavior after being subjected to abnormal circumstances) and security requirements of connected medical devices, such consideration must be considered as early as possible in the design process. In order to guarantee the robustness of the IoMT, several methods have been proposed in the literature. One of these methods is the inclusion of some control strategy during the system design process \[26\], where a stochastic approach to model both deterministic uncertainties and unexpected events is considered. Game-theoretical approaches or Markov processes modeling as described in \[26\] and in \[24\] can also be used in order to ensure the global robustness of the considered system. A more traditional controller switching approach was proposed in \[25\], where system metrics are used as indicators of its functional status, and where more robust but less precise controller can be deployed if the required functional properties are not verified.

Because of the abundance of literature dealing with IoMT security, we only selected papers with a focus on CPS security in a medical context. This problem is wide and covers several aspects: data privacy and aggregation \[27\], intrusion detection \[28\], alarm generation allowing non-interoperability detection \[29\], or integrity and authenticity \[30\]. To successfully assess all of these security attributes, different mechanisms have been used: cryptography (based on simple symmetric key \[27\] or a more evolved key system using physiological parameters of the human body \[30\]); a behavior rule based model, which can allow detecting intrusions when systems deviate from their expected behavior \[28\]; or the formulation of a set of requirements allowing the detection of interoperability problems \[29\]. All of these aspects can be combined to form general safety and security cyber-physical framework \[31\].

![Simple network model](image)


It is necessary to consider robustness and security requirements at the design time, because it allows designers of medical devices to provide guarantees related to these requirements. If such considerations are studied early in the design process, robustness and security testing can be deployed at each step of the design resulting in safe and robust medical devices.

3) Verification and Validation of IoMT: The last identified challenge when designing IoMT-based systems is the integration of a verification and validation process to the product development. Figure 4 describes the typical verification workflow using model checking techniques, where a set of system properties are checked against a formal system model in order to ensure correct global system behavior. The idea behind verification of the IoMT is the reachability analysis of the different states described in the hybrid model \[32\]. To perform verification of IoMT models, several tools and algorithms were developed for hybrid state machine models \[32, 33\] or for Petri net derived models \[34\]. Generic verification tools targeting distributed architecture were also developed \[33\]. However, when it comes to the validation part of the procedure, the literature is less developed. This also comes from the fact that while the verification process can be generalized to a wide range of IoMT-based systems aiming at very different fields of application, each of these fields has very specific validation requirements. Validation protocols and platforms have for instance, been developed for cardiac implantable devices \[36\] or industrial product lines \[37\].

Rigorous design methodologies allow the development of safe, secure, and robust CPS, which are compatible with the design of medical systems, where the same set of requirements are expected.

C. CPS as a comprehensive solution for IoMT requirements

Because of the intrinsic critical nature of medical systems, one must be particularly careful when designing them. Several
concerns regarding biomedical devices have been raised both by the medical and engineering communities. The main problem of medical systems, and of the IoMT, is the privacy and security of collected data [40], [41], [42]. The concern is greatly amplified when it comes to implantable medical devices because they usually assure vital function and any tampering could have disastrous consequences [43], [44]. Connectivity of devices composing the IoMT is also an issue, as exposure to the external world is a source of insecurity. On top of these security concerns comes robustness and reliability considerations: medical devices must present a deterministic behavior, even if placed under unanticipated conditions [40], [41]. This robustness must be both on the hardware side, where the system must be able to resist various hostile environments, and on the software side, where malfunctions should be minimized and handled appropriately [45]. Figure 5 gives a graphical representation of the degree of acceptability of potential device malfunction.

These difficult requirements can be fulfilled if the cyber-physical system design methodology is carefully followed. This methodology allows for the addressing of each medical system concern, from security to validation and verification through a careful modeling of the system and elaborate design procedures. Several examples of medical cyber-physical embedded systems will be detailed in the following section.

III. CPS AS A DRIVER OF THE IOMT

In order to access the challenges and prospects of CPS in the context of IoMT, a layer-by-layer approach was preferred based on reviewed contributions. It was indeed noticed that papers in this area usually focus on either the device layer, the framework layer or the service layer. The device layer includes all the concerns regarding the design of IoMT devices. Because of strong hardware constraints of medical devices, such devices must be interconnected using low-energy protocols, and the global system behavior is delegated to other components. These components, which specify the global behavior of interconnected medical devices, are represented by the integration layer. Finally, another level of abstraction can be added, using a service oriented approach. A representation of the layers described herein above is given in Figure 6.

Moreover, modern medical devices come with a lot of other requirements, such as performing real time data collection [40], [41]; improving networked infrastructures [41]; or accurately estimating computing processing required to analyze the collected data [40]. The extensive certification process associated with medical devices, such as the FDA [41], requires strong verification and validation procedures. It is also necessary to accurately capture user requirements of medical systems to ensure their adoption and correct use [46]. This can be realized through a careful validation process.

A wide variety of sensors and devices have been designed using the CPS approach: from external sensors to implantable

Fig. 4. Model checking based verification workflow

Fig. 5. Risk management policy graphical representation, from [45]. We thank IEEE for providing a permission to use this figure, which was originally published in R. Rakitin, “Coping with defective software in medical devices,” in Computer, vol. 39, no. 4, pp. 40–45, April 2006.

In addition to the layer representation of the IoMT, Figure 7 provides insights on the constraint and advantages of using a CPS approach for each of the layers of the IoMT.

A. A CPS Approach for IoMT Devices

The focus was first drawn to papers describing wearable IoMT device design that utilize a cyber-physical approach. The definition of wearable devices that was used to identify these papers was voluntarily kept wide: from implantable medical devices, which are by definition invasive, to simple non-invasive wearable sensors. After carefully selecting papers of interest in this area, a classification according to answered IoMT challenges was realized, and it is given in Table II

A wide variety of sensors and devices have been designed using the CPS approach: from external sensors to implantable
devices controlling vital processes. For this variety of developed devices, all the key aspects of CPS were identified and dealt with: safety, security and robustness; the development of accurate models for both physiological processes and computing systems; and the implementation of some verification and validation procedures.

The first observation that can be drawn from the selected literature is that most of the papers deal with the development of models for IoMT devices. Our selection represents the whole range of modeling that has to be realized when designing cyber-physical systems. Indeed, papers focused on the development of models describing physiological (and thus continuous time) processes, such as the modeling of cardiac activity [13], [14]; models of the blood glucose rate for artificial pancreas design [12]; or the development of models describing the human body’s absorption rate of a given medicine [47], [48].

Figure 8 exhibits a detailed example about how authors of [14] have used finite state automata to model the electrical behavior of the heart, intended for cardiac fault detection in implantable pacemakers.

The particularity of these models is that they focus on a very specific physiological process, while keeping their practical implementation in consideration. More generic models have also been developed: a multiparametric fall detection model [49] of models for both physiological processes and computing-related purposes, such as electrocardiogram compression [54]. Computing system models have also been developed from CPS through the development of network on-chips [55]. Models of computing module temperature can ensure the safety of devices in contact with the skin [56]. Such thermal model is displayed in Figure 9. Software architecture models in cyber-physical systems, where hardware abstractions are realized through the use of tasks, have also been developed [57]. Potential attack analysis models have also been described [58], along with model-based false alarm detection [59]. Verification and validation schemes through modeling were developed, with various targets: the validation of implantable medical devices [56], the verification of CPS using digital equivalents [60] and the generation of a model-based code and verification architecture [61]. Finally, models accounting for the CPS environment were investigated through the modeling of packet loss in a networked architecture dedicated to post-stroke gait rehabilitation [62]: through the modeling of the physical context in IoMT-based systems [63].

The robustness and security challenges have been described independently from the modeling perspective only once with the use of smart algorithm selection for biosignal acquisition robustness improvement [64]. Verification and validation have been considered separately from any modeling aspects in the very specific situation where an implementation already existed, with the real life testing of CPS devices such as an ECG sensor [65] or a general CPS hardware node [66].

The modeling part is the most frequently discussed challenge at the device-level in CPS literature (it is dealt with in 88 % of the selected papers). Following modeling, verification and validation is the next most problematic process, which is mentioned in 56 % of the selected literature. Finally comes
robustness and security, which is addressed in 16% of the papers. This leaves potential improvement and points for research focused on the integration of the CPS security requirements at the device level.

In this section, we introduced a list of techniques and approaches that have been used to design safer, more reliable and more secure medical devices. Because such devices are the building blocks of the IoMT, and because IoMT applications tend to be highly critical (e.g., disease diagnosis, remote monitoring used to trigger urgent medical response), non-functional properties of such devices must be guaranteed and medical devices must be trustworthy. The predominant approach to improve devices non-functional characteristics is to use model-driven development to test the behavior of implemented devices against theoretical functional models. No clear modeling framework trend has been identified, partly because of the wide variety and heterogeneous nature of devices and biological processes that are modeled. The application of such methodologies to develop reliable, safe and secure medical devices is crucial, and is a required step before any higher level considerations.

B. IoMT Integration Frameworks for Wearable Devices

Our main topic of interest is medical wearable IoMT-based systems, and our review was focused on literature applying networked architectures for the integration of medical devices to the IoMT. To identify papers of interest in this section, the same methodology from the previous section was used, and results were displayed accordingly in Table III.

In the previous section, contributions mainly focused on the modeling strategies of IoMT-devices, while the robustness and validation concerns were clearly less developed. However, when it comes to the integration of IoMT devices, all the identified IoMT key research problems are studied more homogeneously.

The security and robustness of networked IoMT is the topic that is the most frequently dealt with independently of the two other challenges. Cyber-physical safety is critical because of the sensitive nature of IoMT-based devices and systems. In the medical case, because of the confidential nature of transmitted data over the network, one must ensure that adequate measures are taken to protect these data [30], [52]. Such security measures can include data encryption [31], user authentication [51], or resistance to denial-of-service attacks [31]. Detailed security frameworks to prevent attacks and to study the response of systems under these attacks have been developed [67], along with attack detection methods for networked IoMT [68]. The robustness of networks using several heterogeneous sensors has also been studied through the implementation of an interoperability analysis framework for IoMT [69]. Models have also been used for security purposes, allowing intrusion detection based on a derivation from the expected behavior [28].

Then, verification and validation of IoMT-based systems was also an independently considered subject. These papers mainly focused on the real life testing of networked IoMT devices, such as the field verification of a sensor network using the 6LoWPAN protocol and aimed at the remote monitoring of elderly subjects [70], the experimental evaluation of the synchronization of two IoMT nodes [71], or the testing of Zigbee based networked sensor aiming to be integrated in a wider health structure for post-stroke rehabilitation [72].

Finally, the modeling of networked IoMT devices was considered in the following contexts: the development of a web-of-things (WoT) architecture for cyber-physical systems using widely used RESTful protocols [73], the study of a scenario and Internet-based CPS for assisted living with the minimization of response time [74], and finally the development of an event based model for networked IoMT devices [75]. Figure 10 illustrates how [73] networked cyber-physical systems can be architecturally modeled using a block-diagram syntax. This web-of-things approach uses popular Internet-based technologies, enabling better system interoperability.

The verification and validation of networked IoMT devices is the main point of focus in papers dealing with several research directions for the IoMT. The verification and validation process is most often coupled with a modeling problematic: models are used as a reference behavior and the real-life experimentation is then compared to this reference. Such approaches have been used to analyze cloud-based IoMT systems: it was explored for remote patient monitoring [76], quality of data evaluation [77]; or even large scale health data collection [78]. This model-verification approach was used to build a test platform for body area networks (BAN) [79], but also for more general network topology. Indeed, fault models for binary sensor based networked IoMT were studied [80]. Special-need adults targeted IoMT-based systems [81] or pregnancy monitoring platforms [82] were also developed. Such methods have also been used to enable the successful operation of computer intensive tasks on resource limited networked node [83].

Verification and validation were also discussed in combination with robustness and security concerns. The robustness of IoMT systems has been explored for numerous applications, such as power optimization and packet scheduling mechanisms for BANs [84], the development of an analysis framework allowing the improvement of IoMT interoperability [29], and...
### TABLE II

**Summary of the Devices Designed Using a CPS Approach**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Rob. &amp; Sec.</th>
<th>Modeling</th>
<th>V &amp; V</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[49]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>⭐</td>
<td>Electroencephalography and electromyography fall risk model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[51]</td>
<td>⭐</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3D human body model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[48]</td>
<td>⭐</td>
<td>⭐</td>
<td>⭐</td>
<td>Hybrid model &amp; safety analysis for infusion pump</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[47]</td>
<td>⭐</td>
<td>⭐</td>
<td>⭐</td>
<td>Insulin &amp; chemotherapeutic infusion pump model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[50]</td>
<td>⭐⭐</td>
<td>⭐⭐</td>
<td>⭐⭐</td>
<td>Designing and modeling NoC core for IoMT devices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[52]</td>
<td>⭐⭐</td>
<td>⭐⭐</td>
<td>⭐⭐</td>
<td>Temperature of skin touching IoMT device modeling &amp; ver.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[53]</td>
<td>⭐⭐</td>
<td>⭐⭐</td>
<td>⭐⭐</td>
<td>Implantable cardiac device model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[54]</td>
<td>⭐⭐</td>
<td>⭐⭐</td>
<td>⭐⭐</td>
<td>Robustness impr. w/ human interaction model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[55]</td>
<td>⭐⭐</td>
<td>⭐⭐</td>
<td>⭐⭐</td>
<td>Artificial pancreas modeling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[56]</td>
<td>⭐⭐</td>
<td>⭐⭐</td>
<td>⭐⭐</td>
<td>False alarm detection using modeling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[57]</td>
<td>⭐⭐</td>
<td>⭐⭐</td>
<td>⭐⭐</td>
<td>User intention model and verification for artificial legs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[58]</td>
<td>⭐⭐</td>
<td>⭐⭐</td>
<td>⭐⭐</td>
<td>Design, testing &amp; validation of a IoMT hardware node</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[59]</td>
<td>⭐⭐</td>
<td>⭐⭐</td>
<td>⭐⭐</td>
<td>Modeling for IoMT verification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[60]</td>
<td>⭐⭐</td>
<td>⭐⭐</td>
<td>⭐⭐</td>
<td>Embedded electrocardiogram compression using generative models</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[61]</td>
<td>⭐⭐</td>
<td>⭐⭐</td>
<td>⭐⭐</td>
<td>Platform to validate IoMT devices models</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[62]</td>
<td>⭐⭐</td>
<td>⭐⭐</td>
<td>⭐⭐</td>
<td>Biosignals acquisition using smart algorithm selection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[63]</td>
<td>⭐⭐</td>
<td>⭐⭐</td>
<td>⭐⭐</td>
<td>The use of models to validate medical IoMT devices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[64]</td>
<td>⭐⭐</td>
<td>⭐⭐</td>
<td>⭐⭐</td>
<td>— Same as previous paper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[65]</td>
<td>⭐⭐</td>
<td>⭐⭐</td>
<td>⭐⭐</td>
<td>Testing of an energy consumption adaptive electrocardiogram</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[66]</td>
<td>⭐⭐</td>
<td>⭐⭐</td>
<td>⭐⭐</td>
<td>Gait Rehabilitation IoMT platform modeling packet losses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[67]</td>
<td>⭐⭐</td>
<td>⭐⭐</td>
<td>⭐⭐</td>
<td>Design framework for IoMT devices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[68]</td>
<td>⭐⭐</td>
<td>⭐⭐</td>
<td>⭐⭐</td>
<td>Modeling and testing of IoMT devices security</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[69]</td>
<td>⭐⭐</td>
<td>⭐⭐</td>
<td>⭐⭐</td>
<td>Task model for IoMT devices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[70]</td>
<td>⭐⭐</td>
<td>⭐⭐</td>
<td>⭐⭐</td>
<td>Cardiac implantable IoMT device modeling and verification</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The main concern of the literature using the service oriented approach to design the IoMT is the quality-of-service (QoS) requirements, techniques and models for such systems. The use of appropriate network controllers was described to guarantee the expected QoS in a wide scale IoMT, integrating both patient and clinician services [87]. For general cases, the QoS requirements of CPS was well-developed from different perspective: network QoS requirement for CPS [88]; QoS management architecture at both the CPS device and the CPS framework [89]; UML (unified modeling language) based QoS modeling for CPS [90]. Still on the question of quality-of-service management, middleware improving QoS by considering resource managers and network properties has been developed [91]; and a framework to guarantee appropriate QoS through radio resource management has been built [92].

Another important aspect of the service oriented approach is composition. This matter has been developed in the service oriented IoMT and solutions have been offered: a framework derived from the OWL-S (web ontology language for web services) ontology model was adapted to the IoMT, allowing efficient IoMT services composition [93]; traditional Java-based composition techniques were also adapted to CPS [94]; and finally framework allowing the self architectures of service oriented IoMT has been developed [95].

Some contributions have proposed a model based design process to successfully achieve the execution of service oriented cyber-physical systems: architecture analysis and design languages were used to model architectures in [96], along with an extension of the OWL-S allowing the enhancement of service based CPS models [97]. A three step service oriented cyber-

---

C. IoMT Service Layer: an Unexplored Approach

The last layer considered in this survey is the service layer, where the IoMT is considered from a service oriented perspective. Similar research methodology that is used in the previous sections was applied to this case, and it was observed that the service oriented approach has been less studied than the devices and framework design using a CPS perspective. While 26 papers of interest were selected to illustrate both device and framework design using CPS, only 19 papers considered a service based approach of the IoMT.

In summary, the integration of devices is largely studied from a networking perspective. Since the IoMT consists of networked connected medical devices, reliability, safety and security of networked connected devices must be carefully studied both at design time and at runtime. This is achieved once again through the wide use of model driven design and the use of formal validation and verification tools. Being able to provide a reliable networking framework for connected medical devices is important, as network failure or malicious intrusions could cause severe consequences. If the example of remote monitoring is considered, network failure could imply missing critical health events and cause serious problems for the monitored patient. However, the reliability of the target networks can be estimated using models and formal verification tools. The development of reliable and resilient networks is still an active research direction, and is enabling a more trustworthy IoMT.

---
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TABLE III
SUMMARY OF IoMT INTEGRATION FRAMEWORKS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Rob. &amp; Sec.</th>
<th>Modeling</th>
<th>V &amp; V</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>★</td>
<td>★</td>
<td></td>
<td>Analysis of BAN framework</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>★</td>
<td>★</td>
<td></td>
<td>Security requirements for networked IoMT devices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>★</td>
<td>★</td>
<td></td>
<td>IoMT network field testing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>★</td>
<td>★</td>
<td></td>
<td>WoT architecture and model for networked CPS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84</td>
<td>★</td>
<td>★</td>
<td></td>
<td>Security and Robustness framework for networked CPS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71</td>
<td>★</td>
<td>★</td>
<td></td>
<td>Robustness and verification framework for BAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76</td>
<td>★</td>
<td>★</td>
<td></td>
<td>Integration of cloud technology in the IoMT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69</td>
<td>★</td>
<td>★</td>
<td></td>
<td>Interoperability framework for the IoMT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76</td>
<td>★</td>
<td>★</td>
<td></td>
<td>Scenario based networked IoMT devices for assisted living</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72</td>
<td>★</td>
<td>★</td>
<td></td>
<td>IoMT framework for post-stroke rehabilitation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>★</td>
<td>★</td>
<td></td>
<td>Networked IoMT devices intrusion detection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82</td>
<td>★</td>
<td>★</td>
<td></td>
<td>IoMT requirements for pregnancy monitoring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67</td>
<td>★</td>
<td>★</td>
<td></td>
<td>Cloud based IoMT models and simulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>★</td>
<td>★</td>
<td></td>
<td>Security requirements of networked IoMT devices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68</td>
<td>★</td>
<td>★</td>
<td></td>
<td>Security requirements of networked sensors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>★</td>
<td>★</td>
<td></td>
<td>Privacy and security requirements for the IoMT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83</td>
<td>★</td>
<td>★</td>
<td></td>
<td>Model based framework and simu. for networked CPS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>79</td>
<td>★</td>
<td>★</td>
<td></td>
<td>Event based model for networked CPS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>★</td>
<td>★</td>
<td></td>
<td>Interoperability of IoMT analysis and testing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81</td>
<td>★</td>
<td>★</td>
<td></td>
<td>Designing and testing of a networked CPS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85</td>
<td>★</td>
<td>★</td>
<td></td>
<td>Robustness verification of an IoMT MAC protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67</td>
<td>★</td>
<td>★</td>
<td></td>
<td>Physiological key agreement, verification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>79</td>
<td>★</td>
<td>★</td>
<td></td>
<td>Packet loss models and test environment for BAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>★</td>
<td>★</td>
<td></td>
<td>Verification through simulation of sensor network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78</td>
<td>★</td>
<td>★</td>
<td></td>
<td>Big data and cloud based IoMT modeling and testing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

physical system design process was also defined, along with a case study of the proposed design method [98]. This design method is introduced in Figure 11 and defines 6 methodological steps to enable service-oriented CPS.

Fig. 11. Service-oriented design method for cyber-physical systems, from [98]. We thank IEEE for providing a permission to use this figure, which was originally published in H. J. La and S. D. Kim, “A Service-Based Approach to Designing Cyber Physical Systems,” in Proceedings of the IEEE/ACIS 9th International Conference on Computer and Information Science, Yamagata, Japan, pp. 895–900, Sept. 2010.

Another topic of interest of the service based IoMT is the deployment of adequate middleware, which adds a level of abstraction to the control of devices by proposing a generic interface for the connected objects. Service oriented middleware architecture has been detailed, either using low level C structures [99] or higher level XML description targeted at objects integration to large scale IPv6 networks [100].

Papers also focused on less general aspects of service oriented computing, with a more application-targeted approach, such as the implementation of real time data collection services for networked sensors (with some focus on security and robustness aspects of the described system) [101], or the case study of the use of IEEE 802.15.4 protocol in CPS, and its impact on the systems’ QoS [102].

Finally, cloud computing was also considered in an IoMT context, with the development of cloud and big-data services for telehealth applications [103], [78]. Data collection services aiming to be integrated into a cyber-physical cloud based system were also proposed [104].

For medical applications, a lack of contributions describing service oriented IoMT was observed. However, the concepts defined in service-oriented architectures, where modular, self-contained software components are combined to build bigger systems, are quite similar to the IoMT concerns. Indeed, in the IoMT, heterogeneous and self-contained medical devices must collaborate to achieve health-oriented functional goals. The similarities between the service-oriented computing characteristics and the IoMT architectural implementations makes the study of service oriented medical devices an interesting research direction. One of the main challenges of this direction is the integration of strong hardware constraints to services oriented architectures where contributions exclusively consider research problems from a pure software point of view.

IV. RESEARCH PERSPECTIVES AND DIRECTIONS

CPS covers a wide variety of fields of expertise, they are gathering researchers coming from various backgrounds.
Thanks to the literature gathered in this review paper, potential research directions and topics of interest have been identified.

First, an extension of service oriented computing applied to IoMT-based systems could lead to interesting medically oriented applications. Indeed, the service abstraction enables great modularity, interoperability and ease of use by third parties. The modularity of this approach is granted by service composition mechanisms, where several services are combined to form new composite services, and the interoperability is allowed by the use of service ontology and specification, where services are extensively described. Improving the high level abstraction for IoMT devices and systems could improve the reliability of devices integration, but also to build comprehensive and personalized medical solutions through services compositions.

Networked architectures, as described in the previous section, raise the question of machine-to-machine communication and standardization. To allow seamless communications between CPS devices, one must carefully study how these devices communicate using standard communication protocol such as 6LoWPAN [70], MAC [85] or IEEE 802.15.4 [102] in strict IoMT contexts and more generic CPS contexts. However, the machine-to-machine communication concern is wider than simple protocol matters. Indeed, machine-to-machine communications require the investigation of network architectures, heterogeneity, QoS or energy and resources management [105]. This approach has the potential to drastically improve the IoMT through a better understanding of networked systems’ properties, behavior and handling. Moreover, standardization initiatives for machine-to-machine communications through organizations such as oneM2M [106] are emerging, and the use of the developed standards for the IoMT might help the improvement on the interoperability and ease of use of such systems. The oneM2M standardization initiative tackles the interoperability issue by providing a global application programming interface (API) with bindings to several traditional Internet protocols (namely HTTP, CoAP and MQTT protocols). This approach only focuses on providing interoperability at the application level, and acts as a generic middleware providing common device representation and access mechanisms.

While oneM2M provides a generic solution of connected object interoperability, other initiatives such as the MD PnP [107] program or the MDCF [108] framework target interoperability of medical systems, and can be potential fundamental building blocks of the IoMT. The MD PnP program aims at full medical devices interoperability by providing standard, open-source software and various use-cases: it was at the origin of the integrated clinical environment (ICE) standard and maintains OpenICE [109], an open-source implementation of this standard. This software provides bindings for medical devices based on the data distribution service (DDS) middleware, and a variety of typical clinical use-cases to facilitate real-world deployment. Devices interoperability in the MD PnP is based on an ad hoc approach where devices are integrated manually to the framework through software bindings. A different and complementary approach based on model-driven development is offered by the MDCF framework, where medical devices are modeled as communicating components. This framework is heavily software oriented and can be used to verify particular clinical scenarios based on medical devices communicating using a publish/subscribe approach. The interoperability issue is dealt with by the use of the Java messaging service (JMS) protocol for all system communications. While both initiatives provide encouraging insights on communicating medical devices interoperability, their scalability seems limited as they rely on the use of a specific protocol for cross-device communication. This limited scalability is hindering in an IoMT context where multiple application-specific protocols coexist because of hardware constraint (for instance, the use of energy-saving protocols might be preferred in order to extend the battery-life of constrained wearable medical devices). In conclusion, interoperability of the IoMT is still an ongoing research area, and IoMT systems designer must compromise between the use of unified and system-wide protocols and protocols heterogeneity brought by medical devices hardware constraints.

Finally, a wide range of medical monitoring devices have been developed, from gait multiparametric monitoring devices [110] to multi-purpose body sensor networks [111] and the review herein above leads to believe that such systems’ reliability, safety, security of testing could be drastically improved with a cyber-physical approach. Indeed, using such an approach early in the system development process would ensure the quality, completeness and security of the gathered data, which is a capital requirement for medical devices.

It is however worth noticing that holistic full-stack approaches are lacking. Contributions often consider only one layer of the stacked architecture described in this review. Future research should focus on more transversal approaches, where all the layers are considered simultaneously to enable better cross-layer reliability. Indeed, since the goal of the IoMT is to enable better healthcare thanks to device interconnectivity and the use of Internet-based technologies, it is crucial that the robustness, safety and security requirements, which have been studied for each layer of the IoMT is preserved when the system is considered on a global perspective.

From a medical point of view, the birth of the IoMT represent an incredible field of opportunities for a wide variety of applications: from the early diagnosis of chronic diseases [112] to the remote monitoring of at risk patients to trigger urgent medical response if deemed necessary. However, to enable true pervasive healthcare applications through the IoMT, some research challenges must still be investigated. One particularly interesting research direction is the use of service oriented architectures to enable better modularity and interoperability of the IoMT.

From a patient perspective, pervasive healthcare has numerous advantages: comfort improvements thanks to remote monitoring and smaller devices, better self awareness of health status thanks to realtime feedback, or health improvements enabled by tailored recommendations based on patient history. The improvement of self health status awareness in patient with chronic and environment-influenced conditions has the potential to lead to better disease management thanks to
lifestyle modification improved by the IoMT.

Yet another interesting research direction is the experimental medical validation of devices and infrastructures composing the IoMT. Indeed, if technologies developed for the IoMT are to be used in a medical context, it is necessary to be able to prove the reliability of the data collected by the system and the stability of the long term system behavior. In order to successfully explore this research direction, a multidisciplinary approach must be considered because of the intrinsic nature of the Internet of medical things. There is a clear lack of wide-scale studies concerned with the medical validation of medical devices. The modest accuracy in terms of heart rate measurements [113] or in terms of physical activity measurements [114] of popular wearable medical devices calls for further accuracy investigations of consumer oriented medical devices. In order to be clinically accepted, components of the IoMT must be studied considering a result accuracy perspective with wide scale and real life data collection and experiments.

In conclusion, Figure [12] gives a qualitative representation of how IoMT efforts evolved over time. Previous efforts were mainly focused on the development of reliable IoMT devices, while recent efforts focused on IoMT integration frameworks. Research in terms of IoMT frameworks is extremely active as new protocols and architectural styles are developed. Finally, service-oriented IoMT initiatives are only recent, but they provide encouraging insights in terms of interoperability, scalability and ease of development of IoMT systems.

![Qualitative time and effort diagram](image)

**Fig. 12.** Qualitative time and effort diagram

## V. CONCLUSION

In this review, the field of IoMT-based systems and IoMT devices were studied from a multi-layer perspective. We demonstrated that the CPS approach enables a better control of not only system robustness, security, reliability, but also the verification and validation. Because these questions are crucial when designing biomedical systems, CPS is an appropriate design process for designing, implementing, testing and deploying such systems. A comprehensive list of the use of CPS approaches in the IoMT was given and discussed, and potential research directions for the IoMT were given.
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